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Abstract. Most engineering design problems have multiple objectives, under the premise of satisfying 

constraints, it is necessary to maximize (or minimize) these goals at the same time. Under normal 

circumstances, multi-target corresponds to a variety of solutions, which usually use genetic algorithm 

to find its Pareto solution. As the current genetic algorithm to solve the problem of the process is too 

complicated, this paper uses the method of bucket and genetic algorithm to solve the multi-objective 

optimization problem considering two targets. By comparing the experimental results, it has achieved 

good results. The steps of this algorithm are relatively simple, and provides a new way to solve the 

multi-objective optimization problem under certain constraints. 

1. Introduction 

In engineering design and other production practice, it often make a plan for the cost, risk, income 

and other multi-objective evaluation. Trying to find a solution to meet the various objectives, which is 

not easy. In most cases, the essence of multi-objective optimization is that the improvement of a target, 

which may cause performance of other target to be reduced. While it is impossible to achieve multiple 

goals at the same time, the solution of this problem is often troubled by people. 

2. Description of Solving Multi - Objective Problems 

In order to solve the multi-objective optimization problem, a mathematical model is described. 
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Which minV means that the vector minimization, that is, each sub-objective function is as 

small as possible in vector target         Tp xfxfxfxf ,...,, 21 . x is the feasible solution, X is 

the feasible solution set, mR is the search space of the solution. 

The solution of the above model is different from the single-objective optimization problem. In 

order to solve the multi-objective optimization problem correctly, we also define the multi-objective 

optimal solution and the Pareto optimal solution, As defined in definition 1, definition 2, and definition 

3: 

Definition 1 
mRX  is a set of constraints for a multi-objective optimization model, 

  pRxf  is a vector objective function for multi-objective optimization. 
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, Then solution 1x  is better than 2x . 
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Definition 2 mRX  is constraint sets of multi-objective optimization models and   pRxf   

is a vector object for multi-objective optimization. If ,1 Xx   and 1x  is superior than all other 

solutions in X , 1x  is called the optimal solution of the multi-objective optimization model. 

Definition 3 mRX   is constraint sets of multi-objective optimization models and   pRxf   

is a vector object for multi-objective optimization. If ,1 Xx   and there is not 1x  which is superior 

than all other solutions inX , then x called Pareto optimal solution of multi-objective optimization 

model, or non-inferior solution. 

From the definition 2, we can see that the optimal solution of the multi-objective optimization 

problem is to make the solution of each sub-objective function of the function reach the optimal point 

at the same time. And the Pareto optimal solution x  which satisfy definition 3 is not necessarily 

unique. 

3. Combination of Bucket Principle and Genetic Algorithm Experiments 

3.1 The Combination of Bucket Principle and Genetic Algorithm 

Genetic algorithms find the optimal solution by imitate biological evolution, which are often used to 

find the optimal solution in the massive solution. Therefore, genetic algorithm is a common algorithm 

in the process of multi-objective optimization. The process of genetic algorithm is generally divided 

into coding, generating population, function evaluation, screening out the parent generation, crossing 

the generation of offspring, mutating the offspring, and then performing the function evaluation, 

screening out the parent, cross the generation, making a mutation, go back and forth until you find a 

satisfactory solution or reach a certain number of iterations. Screening stage is an important stage, if it 

is a single objective function, more mature screening methods are elite selection method, roulette 

selection method and so on. However, population under the multi-objective function evaluation, it is 

difficult to solve the multi-objective optimization problem by using the genetic algorithm because it 

cannot uniquely determine that the individual is better than the other individual. The multi-objective 

problem is usually transformed into single-goal problem by weighted method, this method can solve 

some problems. Because the conversion caused by a single target and multi-objective fact is not 

equivalent to the loss of practical value. 

The core content of the bucket principle is: the number of barrels of water does not depend on the 

highest piece of wood, but depends on the shortest piece of barrel. According to this content, there can 

be two corollaries: first, only the walls of the board are all high enough, the barrel can be filled with 

water; second, as long as the barrel is not high enough, water cannot be full. In other words, to find 

ways to let the board to reach the height of the board or all the board to maintain equal height of "high 

enough", which can fully play the role of the team, fully embodies the team spirit. The principle of 

bucket and the multi-objective problem finding the optimal solution is the same, this paper introduces 

the principle of bucket to solve this problem: suppose there are p objective functions, followed by the 

pfff ...,, ,21  , p function values were used to sort the population, get p sorting. The final one of each 

sort take as a short barrel of the principle of the barrel. For this p short board, not all abandoned, but 

randomly on a certain short board by a certain probability to abandon. According to a certain 

probability to abandon, the reason is that this short board may also contain a useful gene, if directly 

abandoned, it will soon make the population lost gene, and it does not exist good genes after it is used 

for some time. In this way to promote the population in all directions to develop as much as possible. 

3.2 Experimental Simulation 

Design of a scenario to test this algorithm: a factory has 10 plants, each plant has a machine, and 

there is a certain distance between the plants, there are 6 parts need to be processed, each part need to 

be processed by 6 processes, and each process has 1 or 2 machines. When choose a different machine, 

processing time is also different. Constraints are: each part of the process before the end of a process 

which can carry out the next process, each machine can only accept a part at the same time. 
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The following list is given for the various data: 

Table 1 Machine Selection Table 

process1 3, 10 2 3, 9 4 5 2 

process 2 1 3 4, 7 1, 9 2, 7 4, 7 

process 3 2 5, 8 6, 8 3, 7 3, 10 6, 9 

process 4 4, 7 6, 7 1 2, 8 6, 9 1 

process 5 6, 8 1 2, 10 5 1 5, 8 

process 6 5 4, 10 5 6 4, 8 3 

 

Table 2 Parts Processing Schedule 

process 1 3, 5 6 1, 4 7 6 2 

process 2 10 8 5, 7 4, 3 10, 12 4, 7 

process 3 9 1, 4 5, 6 4, 6 7, 9 6, 9 

process 4 5, 4 5, 6 5 3, 5 8, 8 1 

process 5 3, 3 3 9, 11 1 5 5, 8 

process 6 10 3, 3 1 3 4, 7 3 

 

Table 3 Machine Transfer Fee Table 

plant M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 M6 M7 M8 M9 M10 

M1 0 2 9 7 5 1 6 5 2 1 

M2 2 0 8 2 6 1 6 2 5 4 

M3 9 8 0 2 8 3 1 1 6 4 

M4 7 2 2 0 1 4 2 6 1 8 

M5 5 6 8 1 0 6 4 9 6 8 

M6 1 1 3 4 6 0 8 5 1 9 

M7 6 6 1 2 4 8 0 5 1 4 

M8 5 2 1 6 9 5 5 0 5 9 

M9 2 5 6 1 6 1 1 5 0 9 

M10 1 4 4 8 8 9 4 9 9 0 

Now set two objective functions,  

(1) 1f =min (time of machine)  

(2) 2f =min (cost of parts) 

Set three contrast experiments: 

Experiment 1: Find the good solution under the constraint of single objective function 1f ; 

Experiment 2: Find the good solution under the constraint of single objective function 2f ; 

Experiment 3: Find a good solution under constrain of a two - objective function 1f  and 2f  

3.3 Experimental description 

Experiment 1 and Experiment 2 are the problem of the optimal solution of the traditional single 

objective function. The purpose is to find out the limit of the function value in the case of single target, 

which is helpful to evaluate the multi-objective solution under experiment 3. The solution is omitted, 

giving the results of the experiment. (Note: this solution is not necessarily the optimal solution in all 

solution space.) 
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Figure 1 Gantt chart of the smaller total running time of the machine, 441 f ( 1362 f ) 

 

Figure 2 Gantt chart of the smaller machine transfer costs, 902 f ( 591 f ) 

Experiment 1 focuses on the minimum solution of 1f . Experiment 2 focuses on the minimum 

solution of 2f . From experiment 1 and experiment 2, we can see that 1f  is smaller, 2f  is larger, 2f  is 

smaller, 2f  and is larger. The purpose of experiment 3 is to find a more balanced solution, so 

that 1f and 2f  have reached better solution , that is 1f  close to 44, 2f  close to 90, which was called a 

good solution. 

4. Design of Solving Multi - Objective Problem based on Bucket Principle and Genetic 

Algorithm 

4.1 Algorithm flow chart 
start

Encoding: Transform the problem into the genetic algorithm 

Initialization: population of 100, individual elimination 
rate of 0.01, crossover rate of 0.8, mutation rate of 0.001, 

the upper limit of 200,000 iteration

Evaluation: Each individual in the population was evaluated 
with f1 and f2 respectively

Screening: According to the value of f1 and f2, sorting from 
the superior to the inferior order, save the best round of 
the f1 And f2 individual,  and save the best in the 
intersection of the individual. According to a certain 
probability to choose a sort and according to the probability 
of 0.01 to abandon the worst individual, and then join the 
history of the intersection of the best solution, otherwise 
randomly add to  the best solution  of f1 or f2.

Hybridization and variation

if the number of iterations reaches the upper limit

no

end

yes

Output the best solution

 

Figure 3 Algorithm flow chart based on bucket principle and genetic algorithm 
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4.2 Detailed steps  

1) Encoding 

Encoding method use two-dimensional array, the processing sequence coding method take 6 parts 

of the six processes as six teams, putting them into a team. The merger method is randomly selected a 

column from the rest of the team, so the row of the column can entry into the new team, until you get 

a length of 36 for the process sequence as coding. When the processing sequence is determined, the 

machine part of the process is randomly selected from the optional machine. Getting code of the 

individual as shown in Table 4. The first column is explained: giving priority to the first step of the first 

part, the first step processing in the third machine, processing time is 3, and so on. 

Table 4 encoding method 

Sequence of parts  1 4 6 3 2 6 5 5 1 3 2 6 4 1 … 

Machine selection  3 4 2 9 2 7 5 2 1 7 3 9 9 2 … 

Processing time  3 7 2 4 6 7 6 10 10 7 8 9 3 9 … 

2) Initialize 

Population size, individual elimination rate, crossover rate, mutation rate should be set to be 

reasonable, otherwise, then it may lead to excessive population convergence and premature loss of 

searching ability, or lead to too slow or not convergence, which get into a completely random search 

situation. Here the search limit is set to 200000 is relatively large, because the solution space is too 

large reasons, other values set in Figure 3. 

3) Evaluation 

 The evaluation mechanism of 1f  take the the way of simulation. According to the processing 

sequence in the code to arrange the parts on the machine for processing, statistical processing time, 

which is presented by Gantt chart. Gantt chart horizontal lattice number is the total length of processing 

time; the evaluation mechanism of 2f  only needs encode the individual machine, and each part needs 6 

steps. Therefore, each part is transferred 5 times, the number of all parts transferred is 30 times, and the 

cost of each transfer is accumulated, which is the value of 2f . The results listed in Figure 1 are shown 

in Table 3: 

Transfer process of Part 1: M10->M1->M2->M7->M6->M5, cost: 1-2-6-8-6 

Transfer process of Part2: M2->M3->M8->M6->M1->M10, cost: 8-1-5-1-1 

Transfer process of Part3: M3->M4->M6->M1->M2->M5, cost: 2-4-1-2-6 

Transfer process of Part4: M4->M1->M3->M2->M5->M6, cost: 7-9-8-6-6 

Transfer process of Part5: M5->M7->M10->M9->M1->M4, cost: 4-4-9-2-7 

Transfer process of Part6: M2->M4->M6->M1->M5->M3, cost: 2-4-1-5-8 

136851...6212 f  

4) Screening 

This step fully embodies the role of the principle of the barrel. The screening process is to sort the 

population according to the value of the two objective functions respectively, sort from best to worst. 

For both sorting, randomly select a sort, and according to the probability of 0.01, the sort of the worst 

one that is eliminated, which is also known as the removal of short board. In this process, in order to 

study the problem, trying out a different knockout rate for both sorties respectively, observe Inge effect 

of the good solution. When we phase out, the number of populations is bound to decrease, in order to 

maintain the number of groups unchanged, it is necessary to restore the number of populations, you 

need to add to the population, this supplement has three sources: the first is the search history of the 

best f1 individuals, the second is to search the history of the best f2 individuals, the third is to search the 

history of the two sort of the best individual in the intersection. The elements of this intersection are the 

main search objects of this problem. Theoretically, this intersection may not be empty in each iteration, 

or it may be absent only in some round iterations, or in all rounds iterations. When this intersection is 

present, we take it as the main source of supplement, and if it does not exist, the random selection of f1 

or f2 in the search history is supplemented. Thus, it is necessary to determine whether or not these three 
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solutions are better in each iteration. When there is a better solution, update the search history of these 

three kinds of solutions to prepare for the next round of iteration. 

5) Hybridization and mutation methods 

For two individuals, a hybrid site was randomly selected, the gene of one of the individuals was 

retained, and the same gene of the second individual was removed, and the two genes were 

recombined into one gene. The gene was used to describe the hybridization process as follows. 

Assuming the genetic fragments of the two parents are: 

individual 1  1 2 4 2 3 4 5 6 

individual 2  3 4 6 5 2 2 1 4 

Randomly selecting a hybrid position, such as position = 3, according to this position for gene 

retention and gene knockout 

individual 1 retaine4   4   4   

individual 2 remove4 3  6 5 2 2 1  

Synthesizing a new individual 

New individual 1  3 6 4 5 2 4 2 1 

And then removed and retained in turn 

individual 1 remove6 1 2 4 2 3 4 5  

individual 2 retaine6   6      

Synthesizing another new individual 

New individual 2  1 2 6 4 2 3 4 5 

The method of mutation: For each individual, randomly selected a location in the parts processing 

sequence table, then a part must be selected. To extract all the genes of this part, including parts 

processing order, machine selection and processing time. And then randomly inserting into the team 

inside, keeping the order of 6 procedures do not change when inserting. The method of inserting as 

follows: randomly selecting the location of the team after the extraction of the gene, inserting the first 

process, and then randomly inserting the second process in the first process, and inserting the rest of the 

process, until the six processes completely back into the team, and get the length of 36 teams. This new 

gene is not the same as the original with a large probability, which can achieve the purpose of mutation. 

4.3 Comparing and analyzing simulation experiment data 

The following table listed the results based on the principle of barrel and genetic algorithm.  

group The first group The second group The third group 

Out rate f1:0.9 f2:0.1 f1:0.5 f2:0.5 f1:0.1 f2:0.9 

value f1 f2 p g f1 f2 p g f1 f2 p g 

1 78 116 3 1 78 116 3 1 78 116 3 1 

2 74 110 1 199 73 116 1 294 76 116 1 113 

3 69 110 2 914 72 116 3 297 70 113 3 460 

4 67 110 1 916 66 111 1 714 68 113 4 461 

5 66 110 3 1375 66 109 2 2025 68 108 1 487 

6 … … … … … … ... … … … … … 

7 51 91 1 56960 50 95 6 61590 53 90 2 112316 

8 49 91 1 77440 50 94 3 88757 52 90 1 116720 

9 48 91 1 81764 48 94 2 103112 51 90 3 117463 

10 47 91 4 93885 47 94 1 103115 50 90 3 120170 

11 46 91 5 121558 47 92 2 118193 47 90 6 122566 

The experiment is divided into three groups, f1 is the value of the objective function f1, f2 is the 

value of the objective function f2, p represents the number of intersection elements in the order of f1 

and f2, g represents the solution is the iteration in g. Due to the limitation of space, the first five 

solutions and the last five solutions in the iteration process are listed for each set of experiments. From 

this table there are three discoveries: one, from the vertical direction of the table, with the increase in 

the number of iterations, the solution is getting better and better, and the emergence of the solution was 

spiral progressive change, that is, the solution of the two components roughly close to the optimal 

value of the single objective function. The direction of the change is in accordance with the solution of 
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the Pareto solution, that is, the scheme tries to be better and if there is no better solution, the solution is 

accepted. Two, the two sorting elements of the intersection do not have so much in each iteration 

process, the two objective functions has inherent conflict. Three, from the table horizontal view, for the 

function out of the set rate, which function is higher, the solution is more conducive to this function, but 

no more data to support this conclusion. In short, no matter how much set out the elimination rate, it 

can find the good solution, from the three groups of experiments, three ideal solutions were found :(46, 

91), (47, 92), (47, 90), their first component is very close to the optimal solution of the single objective 

function f1, f1 = 44, and the second component is close to the optimal solution of the single objective 

function f2, f2 = 90. 

5. Conclusion 

As described above, under the background of 2 targets, this paper attempts to solve the 

multi-objective problem by the genetic algorithm based on the bucket principle, which showing that it 

is a very effective algorithm, its programming idea is clear and the process is relatively simple. In the 

presence of the optimal solution, it is possible to ensure that the optimal solution is found and that at 

least one Pareto optimal solution can be found. In the case of solving the practical problem, it is 

completely acceptable when the solution is not demanding, because the solution of each objective 

function values are close to the minimum. Based on the bucket principle and the genetic algorithm, the 

process of solving the optimal solution is to simplified. There is no need to use too complicated 

techniques, only need to simply remove the worst. This algorithm not only can solve the practical 

problems in production, but also maintain the original multi-objective situation, which the 

multi-objective problem is not converted into a single target problem, and the solution is easy to 

understand and accept. In addition, this algorithm is inventive, combining the simple principle - the 

bucket principle and modern optimization algorithm, which are worthy for people studying in-depth 

from the theory and practice. 
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